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The center of a nonassociative ring is the set of all elements which

commute and associate with all other elements of the ring, i.e.

\x\ [x, a] = ix, a, b) = ia, x, b) = ix, a, b)=0 for all elements a, b}.

Hypotheses on the ring imply conditions on the center, e.g. the cen-

ter of any simple nonassociative ring is either 0 or a field. We examine

the reverse problem. We place hypotheses on the center and see how

they are reflected in properties of the ring.

A ( — 1, 1) ring is a nonassociative ring in which the following

identities are assumed to hold:

(1) ia,b,c) + ia,c,b)=0,

(2) (a, b, c) + ib, c, a) + ic, a, ô)=0

for all elements a, b, c. We study ( — 1, 1) rings with an idempotent

5¿0, 1 with the further property that their centers contain no trivial

ideals. (An ideal 7 is trivial if 7=^0 but 72 = 0.) Except for the cases

of characteristic 2 and 3, we will be able to show that such an algebra

has a Peirce decomposition A =An+Aio-\-Aoi+Aoo where the mul-

tiplication table for the summands is the same as if A were associa-

tive. We will also show that ^4ioj4oi+^4io+^4oi+^4oi^4io is an ideal of

A contained in the nucleus of A. (The nucleus of a ring A is \x\

(a, b, x) = (a, x, b) = (a, b, x) =0 for all a, b EA }.) This latter state-

ment was proved by Sterling [5 ] using the stronger hypothesis that

the ring was free of trivial ideals entirely.

We also solve a different type of question on ( — 1, 1) rings. A nil

power associative algebra is an algebra in which for every element

x, there exists an integer «(x) such that xn<-x) =0. An algebra is nilpo-

tent if there exists n such that ^4n = 0.

There has been much work on nil and nilpotency conditions on

finite-dimensional algebras. It is known that nil finite-dimensional

Jordan algebras are nilpotent and that nil finite-dimensional alterna-

tive algebras are nilpotent. It is unknown if nil finite-dimensional

right alternative algebras are nilpotent. We will show that nil finite-

dimensional (—1, 1) algebras such that 2x = 0 implies x = Q are nil-

potent. In Albert's paper [l] he showed that every nil finite-

dimensional   (7,   S)   algebra   was   nilpotent  except  for   the   cases
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(7 + ô)(7 + ô —1)=0. Thus, proving the result for ( — 1, 1) rings par-

tially fills in the gap.

Preliminaries. A right alternative ring is a nonassociative ring

satisfying (1). When we say a ring has characteristic not re, re an

integer, we mean that rex = 0 implies x = 0 for all elements x of the

ring. The following identities hold in any right alternative ring of

characteristic not 2 :

(3) (x, yr, y') = 0 for all positive integers r, s,

(4) x(yz+2y) = (xy)z+(xz)y,

(5) (x, yz, y) = (x, z, y)y,

(6) (x, yz, w) + (x, wz, y) = (x, z, w)y + (x, z, y)w,

(7) [(xy)z]y = x[(yz)y],

(8) (x, y2, z) = (x, y, yz+zy),

(9) (ab, c, d) — (a, be, d)-\-(a, b, cd)=a(b, c, d)-\-(a, b, c)d.

See [3] for the proofs of (5), (6), (7), (8), and (9). (4) is direct

from (1) and (3) is an easy induction using (6).

Lemma 1 (Albert). Let A be a right alternative ring with charac-

teristic not 2 and with an idempotent e. Then A may be written as

A=Ai+AU2+Ao (additive direct sum) where x£^4i<=>ex=xe = x;

xEAo^ex — xe = 0; xEAi/2<^>ex-\-xe = x. Furthermore, [x, e]=0<f=>x

EA1+A0; AiA0 = A0Ai = 0.

Proof. If x£.4, let Xi = (ex)e, let Xi/2 = ex+xe — 2xi, let x0 = x

— Xi—X1/2; ex\=xi by (7); Xie = xi by (3). Thus exi=xie = xi. From

exi = Xie = Xi and (4), it is easy to see exi/2+xi/2e — Xi/2 and ex0 = x0e = 0.

Let Ai= {(ex)e\xEA}. Let Ai/2= {ex+xe — 2(ex)e\xEA}. Let

Ao= {x — (ex+xe) + (ex)e\xEA}. It is clear that Ai+Ai/2+Ao=A.

The proof that this sum is additively direct follows from the mul-

tiplicative properties of the subgroups and the idempotent e. To

prove that [x, e] = 0<=>x£-4i+.<4o, we first note that

(10) x = 2xe implies x = 0.

Iterating the relation x = 2xe gives x = 2xe = 4(xe)e = 4xe, which

quickly leads to x = 0. It is then immediate that [x, e] = 0 leads to

0= [xi/2, e\. So Xi/2 = exi/2+Xi/2e = 2xi/2e. Thus Xi/2 = 0. The proof that

^1^0 = ^0^1 = 0 follows from (11) below.

(11) (A,e,Ai+A0)=0,

(12) (eAi/2)e = 0.

(11) is from (8) and the multiplicative properties of e on Ai and .4o-

(12) comes since

x1/2e = (ex1/2 + xil2e)e = (exU2)e + (xU2e)e = (exi/2)e + xi/2(ee)    by (3)

= (exi/2)e + xi/2e.
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( — 1, 1) rings with an idempotent. In this section all rings are

( — 1, 1) rings with an idempotent e^O, 1 and with characteristic

not 2 or 3. By the symbol [x, y] we will mean [x, y] =xy—yx. We

shall use these identities from Maneri [4].

(13) [a, (6, c, d)]-[b, (c, d, a)] + [c, (d, a, b)]-[d, (a, b, c)] = 0,

(14) [(e,e,A),A] = 0,

(15) (e, e, x)2 = 0.

(13) is statement G in [4]; (14) is statement (14) in [4]; (15) is

statement (12) in [4].

Lemma 2. (e, e, A)Ai/t = 0.

Proof.

[(e, e, a)e]ai/2 = (e, e, ea)ai/2 by (5)

= aU2(e, e, ea) by (14)

= ai/2[(e, e, a)e] by (5)

= [am(e, e, a)]e by (11)

[since [(e,e, A),e]=0 by (14) implies (e,e, ^4)G^4i+^o)]

= ((e,e,a)ai/2)ehy (14).

Now (e, e, a)ai/2 = (e, e, a)(eai/2-\-ame) by Lemma 1

= [(e, e, a)e]ai/2 + [(e, e, a)ai/2]e by (4)

= 2[(e, e, a)ain]e by the first sentence of this proof.

Thus ie, e, a)ai/2 = 2[(e, e, a)ai/2]e = 0 by (10).

Lemma 3. (e, e, x)a = (e, e, (ai-\-ao)x) where a = ai+ai/2+ao-

Proof, (e, e, x)a = (e, e, x)(ai+ao) by Lemma 2. Also

(e, e, x)(ai + a0) + (e, ai + a0, x)e = (e, e, (ai + a0)x) + (e, ai + a0, ex)

by (6). To prove Lemma 3 it suffices to show (e, ai+a0, x)e

= (e, di+a0, ex), (e, ai+a0, x)e= [ — (ai+a0, x, e) — (x, e, ai+ao)]e by

(2) = — (ai+a0, x, e)e by (11) = — (ai+a0, ex, e) by (5) = (ex, e, ai+a0)

+ (e, ai+a0, ex) by (2) = (e, ai+a0, ex) by (11).

Lemma 4. (e, A, A)Cie, e, A).

Proof. x(m, x, u)=x[iux)u]—x[uixu)] = [ixu)x]u—x[uixu)] by

(7) = ixu, x, m) + (x, u, xu) = —iu, xu, x) by (2)=—(m, u, x)x by

(5) = (m, x, u)x by (1). Thus

(16) [x, iu, x, u)] =0
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and by linearizing we get

(17) [x, (b, a,x)] = - [x, (a, b, x)].

[a, (x, x, y)]- [x, (x, y,a)] + [x, (y, a, x)]- [y, (a, x, x)] = 0 by (13).

Thus [a, (x, x, y)] = —3[x, (y, a, x)] by (2), (17) and (3). 0=[a,

(e, e, y)] by (14) = -3[e, (y, a, e)]. Thus [e, (e, y, a)] = 0 by (2) and

(1). Thus e(e, y, a) = (e, y, a)e. (e2, x, y) - (e, ex, y) + (e, e, xy) = e(e, x, y)

+ (e, e, x)y by (9). (e, ex, y) + (e, yx, e) = (e, x, y)e+(e, x, e)y by (6).

Adding these expressions, remembering e2 = e, we get (e, x, y) + (e, e,

xy—yx)=e(e, x, y) + (e, x, y)e. Since e(e, x, y) = (e, x, y)e, we get

(e, x, y)-\r(e, e, xy—yx) —2(e, x, y)e. Multiplying this equation by e

on the right gives (e, x, y)e=(e, e, [x, y])e=(e, e, e[x, y]) by (5).

Thus (e, x, y) =2(e, x, y)e — (e, e, [x, y]) =2(e, e, e[x, y]) — (e, e, e[x, y]

+ [x, y]e) by (8) =(e, e, e[x, y]-[x, y]e) = (e, e, [e, [x, y]]).

Corollary.

(18) [A, (e, A, A)}=0.

The proof is from Lemma 4 and (14).

Lemma 5. (A, A, A)CAi+A0.

Proof. By Lemma 1, aEAi+A0^[e, a]=0. We will show

[e, (a, b, c)]=Q for all a, b, c. Because [e, (a, b, c)]—[a, (b, c, e)\

+ [b, (c, e, a)]—[c, (e, a, b)]=0 by (13), by (18) it suffices to show

(19) [a, (b, c, e)] =0 for all a, b, c.

[a, (b, c, e) + (c, e, b) + (e, b, c)]=0 by (2). Thus [a, (b, c, e)]= [a,

(c, b, e)] by (18). Since [a, (b+c, b+c, e)] = [a, (b, b, e)] + [a, (b, c, e)]

+ [a, (c, b, e)] + [a, (c, c,e)], we have 2 [a, (b, c,e)] = [a, (b+c, b+c, e) ]

— [a, (b, b, e)]— [a, (c, c, e)]. Hence it suffices to show [a, (x, x, e)]

= 0 for all a, x. [a, (x, x, e) ] — [x, (x, e, a) ] + [x, (e, a, x) ] — [e, (a, x, x) ]

= 0 by (13). So [a, (x, x, e)] = [x, (x, e, a)] by (18). [x, (x, e, a)]

= — [x, (e, a, x)] — [x, (a, x, e) ] by (2) = — [x, (a, x, e)] by (18). By

linearization of (16) we have [x, (a, x,e)] = — [x, (e, x, a)] =0 by (18).

This finishes the proof of Lemma 5.

Corollary to Lemma 5. [A, (A, A, e)] =0.

This is statement (19).

Lemma 6. (e, e, A) is a trivial ideal in the center of A.

Proof. By (14) [A, (e, e, A)] =0. By Lemma 3 it is an ideal, by

(15) and (14) it is a trivial ideal. It suffices to show (e, e, A) is in

the nucleus oí A. By (1) and (2), it suffices to show (a, (e, e,x),b)=0

for all a, x, b.
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(a, (e, e, x), b) = (ai + a0, (e, e, x), bi + bo)    by Lemmas 2 and 3

= — (öi + a«, bi + ôo, (e, e, x))

= — (e, e, (ai + a0, 01 + b0, x))    by Lemma 3

(and the easy result that (Ai+Ao)(Ai+Ao)CAi+Ao) =0 by Lemma

5.

Theorem I. If A isa ( — 1, 1) ring of characteristic not 2 or 3 with

an idempotent e and no trivial ideals in its center, then A has a decom-

position A—An+Aio+Aoi+Aoo where eaij — hnan and at,e=ai,S,i.

Moreover, a multiplication table for the summands is the same as if A

were associative.

Proof. Assume A has no trivial ideals in the center. From Lemma

4 and Lemma 6 we have (e, A, A) =0, A = A1-\-Ai/2+A0. LetAu = Ai,

^4oo = ^4o, Ai0 = eAi/i, A0i = Ai/2e. It is clear that flyG^« if and only

if ean = hiißi, and a,-yc = Siyo,-,- where 5¿y is the Kronecker delta; S,, = l,

8,7 = 0, i^j. Furthermore e(exi/2) + (exi/2)e = (ee)xi/2+0 = exi/2. Thus

^4ioC^4i/2. So A10 and ^4oiC^4i/2- This, and Xi/2 = exi/2+Xi/2e, implies

A10-\-A01 = Ai/2. The sum is additively direct because exi/2+yi/2e = 0

=»0= (eXi/2+yi/2e)e = exi/2-e+yi/2e = yi/2e by (12). Thus yi/2c = 0 and

then also exi/2 = 0. Now for the table.

Suppose (xtj, yki, e) ^ 0. By (11), k ¿¿ I. Since 0 = (x,y, yki, e)

+ (yki, e, x,y) + (e, Xi,, yki) by (2) = (x¿y, ykU e) + (yki, e, xi}), we have

*Vj. (x,y, ykh e) = -(x¿y, e, y*i)=*<yy*i(—ôy+8»). Thus j^k. We

have shown the only time an associator of the form (x,y, yjk, e)^0

is when it is of the type (xi0, yio, e) or (xoi, yoi, e). This gives us the

table except for the products ^4io-4io and ^40i^4oi- ai0, bw= — (aw, e, bw)

so by (19) [(aw, e, bw), ^4]=0. Since [e, aio&io]=0, aio&ioG^n+^oo;

(aio, e, bio)e= (ai0, e, ebio) by (5) = (a™, e, bio). The preceding sentence

shows aio&ioG^4n. (aioöio)xoi = 0, (aioöio)xio = Xio(aio&io)C^4io;4ii = 0.

Thus:

(20) (^10^10)^1/2 = í4v,(í4ioí4io) =0.

Similarly (^40i^4oi)^4i/2 = ^4i/2(^4oi^4oi) =0. Because

dn(oioCio) = (bioCio)an = Oio(cioan) — (bio, «a, c10)

= blando) C (^io)2,

A10A10 is an ideal of A. The previous sentence also shows

(an, on, xioyio) = ^10(011, ¿>ii, yio) = — *io(an, yio, bu) = 0;

thus 04io)2 is an ideal in the center of A.  Because (xioyio)(zioWio)
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= *io[yio(zioWio)]-(xio, ZioWio, yio)=0 by (20), we have (^4io)2 is a

trivial ideal. Therefore ^4io^4io is a trivial ideal in the center of A;

therefore (^4io)2 = 0. Similarly (^4oi)2 is also a trivial ideal in the cen-

ter of A and therefore (^40i)2 = 0.

We can now prove the major lemma in Sterling's paper with

weaker hypotheses.

Theorem 2. Let A be a ( —1, 1) ring with characteristic not 2 or 3,

with an idempotent ey^O, 1, and with no trivial ideals in the center.

Then A=Au+Aio+A0i+A0o and Ai0A0i+Ai0+Aoi+AoiAio is an
ideal in the nucleus.

Proof. It will suffice to show ^4i/2 is in the nucleus. Assume

(An, Ajk, Aki) 5¿0. By (1) j = k and I =j, so it is of the form (A nAa, Ajf).

(An, An, Ají)C(Ajj, A», An) + (Ajj} An, Ah) by (2); so j = i. We
have shown (An, Aki, Amn)7¿0=$i=j = k = l = m = n. Thus any associa-

tor involving .4i0 or A0i is zero. Thus ^4i/2 is in the nucleus.

Nil finite-dimensional (—1, 1) algebras. We now turn to a different

problem on (—1, 1) rings. We will prove that nil finite-dimensional

( — 1, 1) algebras are nilpotent.

For the proof, we will need a theorem by Jacobson [2]. Let A be

an associative algebra and SEA such that for any pair 5, s'ES, there

exists a 5(5, s') in the field such that ss'+ô(s, s')s'sES. S is said to be

weakly closed.

Theorem 3 (Jacobson [2]). If S is a weakly closed subset of a

finite-dimensional associative algebra and every element in S is nil-

potent, then the algebra generated by S in A is nilpotent.

If A is a nonassociative ring, then the set of all endomorphisms

on the additive structure of A is a ring. For any x£.4, we define the

endomorphism LX(RX) by aLx=xa(aRx = ax) for all a£^4.

Lemma 7. If A is a nil finite-dimensional ( — 1, 1) algebra such that

2x = 0 implies x = 0, then A2¿¿A.

Proof. The Map x—>RX is a Jordan homomorphism. Thus the set

S= {Rx\xEA} is a weakly closed subset of the finite-dimensional

algebra of all linear transformations of A (RxRy+RvRx = Rxv+¡lx by

(4)). By Theorem 3, the subring generated by 5 is nilpotent. Thus

((AA)A)A ■ ■ ■ )A=0. Thus A**A.

Lemma 8. If A is a ( — 1, 1 ) ring such that 2x = 0 implies x — 0, then
(xr, x', x'a) =x'(xr, x*, a) = (xr, x', a)x'.
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Proof. First we will show

(21) L¿L¿ = LX'LX\

(a, xT, x,) + (xT, x\ a) + (x', a, xr)=0 by (2). (a, xr, x')=0 by (3).

Thus
(22) (xT, x", a) = (x\ xr, a).

Expanding (22) gives xr+sa—xT(x"a) =xs+ra—x"(xra). This completes

the proof of (21). Now

(xr, Xe, xla) = aiLxtiLx*> — LX>LX')) = a((7I-+. - LX>LZ*)LX')

= xt(xr, x*, a).

We have shown :

(23) (xr, x*, x'a) =x'(xr, x", a).

To finish the proof of Lemma 8, it suffices to show [x1, (xr, x*, a)] =0.

[x', (xr, Xs, a) ] — [xr, (x*, a, x') ] + [xs, (a, x', xr) ] — [a, (x\ xr, x') ] = 0

by (13). Thus [x1, (x', x', a)] = - [x\ (x', x', a)] by (1) and (3). Thus

one cyclic permutation of x1, xr, x' changes the sign. Applying 3 per-

mutations we have [x', (xr, x", a)] = — [x', (xr, x', a)]. Therefore

2[x', (xr, x", a)] =0. So [x', (xr, x", a)] =0. This finishes the proof of

Lemma 8.

Lemma9. IfxN = 0then ({Lx{, Rxi\i = l, 2, 3 ■ ■ • })3Ar = 0. That is,

the left and right multiplications by powers of a single element generate

a nilpotent ring.

Proof. Because 70& — LhLa+LaRb—RbLa = 0 by (1), it will suffice

to show any product 7xa(1)7xa(2) • • • 7xa(')i?xa(i+1) = 0, where

a(l)+a(2)+ • • • +a(s + l) ^3^. Assume to contrary. We may then

choose a nonzero product of the above type with the fewest terms.

That is, any product Lx^Lx^ ■ ■ ■ Lx^Rx^'+l) where ß(l)+ß(2)

+ • • • +ß(t+l) }î3Nand t<s is zero. It is clear that s^3. However

7xa<1>7x"<2> • • • i?x°('+1>

= iLxa^+a^ + (7xa(1>7xa"> - 7xa<1)+a<2>))7xa!(3> • • • Rxa<-,+1)

—  ^am+am^am   .   .   .  J^xa(,t+D

+ iLxamLx"m - Lxam+am)RxaW+- ■ •+«(»+1)

= 0

because Lxa(1)+a(2)7xa(3> • • ■ i?xo(,+1) is a shorter product, and the

other comes from Lemma 8, (3), and x^ = 0.

Theorem 4. If A is a finite-dimensional nil ( — 1, 1) algebra such

that 2x = 0 implies x = 0, then A is nilpotent.
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Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the dimension of A

over the field F. If the dimension of A is 1, it is clear. Assume result

is true when dimension of A <re. By Lemma 7, A29£A. So we may

write A=B + Fw where A2EB^A, and B is a nilpotent ideal.

Furthermore, if Bk means the additive subgroup generated by all

products of k elements taken from B, then Bh is an ideal of A. We

will not prove the above statement. Suppose Bk — 0, wN = 0. Any

product of 23Nk elements of A can be written as a sum of products of

the   form   T\ • • • TznTzn+i • • • TonTon+i • • • TwTm+i.

Tzff(K-i)+i ■ • ■ Tznk where the TVs are either left or right multiplica-

tions by elements of B or by w. If k of the TVs are multiplications by

elements of B, then the image is in Bk = 0. If not, then one of the N

blocks Tzr+i • • ■ Tz(r+i) in the product is left or right multiplications

by Lw or Rw and this is zero since we have previously shown that

({Lxi, Rxi\i = \,2 • • • })3N = 0 if x* = 0 in Lemma 9. This completes

the proof of Theorem 4.
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